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Dear Fellow Bonsai Enthusiasts,
Our show was the best Bonsai Show yet. Thank you to all the hard workers and volunteers who made it all possible.
Award Winners
Best in Show:
1. Averil S: Black Pine
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2. Averil S: Trident Maple

3. Violette W: Juniper

Highly commended
4. David C: Juniper
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5. David G: Celtis

6. Gilbert T for the Juniper Challenge
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7. Averil S for a huge Juniper

Novice
1. Robyn R: Ficus
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2. Mikiko B: Juniper

3. Michael D: Melaleuca
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President’s award
1. Steve T: Pinus Radiata

2. David C: Juniper
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BCI Award
1. Averil S: Trident Maple

People’s Choice
1. David C: Juniper
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2. David C: Azalea

3. Robert P: Bougainvillea
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Raffle Prize


Julie T: Juniper

The numbers







Visitors to the Show: 1,000
Exhibitors 39 up from 20 last year
Trees on Display: 79
Raffle tickets Sold: 1200 worth $1,000
Trade Table takings: up 20% on last year
Facebook feedback on the show:
o Nick J: Was a great show. Well done Bimer Club.
o Carole: Beautiful Trees
o Gloria: I was fortunate enough to get there this year. congratulations for a beautiful display.
o Leanne: Was great display and sales trees😆
o Honor: Great trees thank u for sharing 👏👏👏
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Special Thanks
A huge thank you to David and Jayne C for the organising and coordination. An amazing job.
Presenters
Thank you to James M with the double difficulty of being our judge and also doing a great demo which filled the
room and only kept attracting more and more visitors.
Thank you, Dale, for outline the future Bonsai House, and Mario for Air-Layering an amazing Juniper.
Finished with an amazing presentation from Albert on a massive bottle brush.
Trade Table
Thank you to David C, Jayne C and Jim for the huge work on the trade table. The logistics and sheer numbers are a
testament to staying cool and unflustered. An incredible job.
This funds our activities for the next 12 months, so let’s have some fun.

Making it Happen
Pierre-Antione for the food and drinks for the volunteers. Laura, Michaela, and Luis for taking care of the front desk
and selling all those raffle tickets. Brad F for ensuring that all the purchasers had trolleys and they came back.
And a special thank you to Glenn who pulled together the video content
Trees
I said last month that the objective is share with the public and other members our passion for bonsai. Achieved,
Well done.
Congrats to the novices and participants of the various classes for bringing trees along for the special display area. It
blew visitors away in what can be accomplished. Get ready for next year.
May meeting
This huge bonsai immersion followed up the show with a meeting only be a week later. We had Robyn T presenting
on making slabs and rocks. Robyn has been doing this for a while and has her bonsai business on the Gold Coast. This
is a great way to create vessels and rock plantings for your tree that are natural looking and totally at your own
creation. The presentation was amazing, and Robyn made it look so easy. The flexibility of shape and size was
amazing. A huge number of club members attended his opportunity to get to know how to do it and create some
cost-effective solutions for their art. Pictures later.
Next month we have the “Junipers in June” it will be all about, yes you guessed it, Junipers. There will be a number
of junipers being worked on at different stages of development. As one of the most common types of Junipers I hope
to see you all there for the meeting.
All the best,
Keith S
***
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MAY MEETING AND WORKSHOP
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Things to consider when planning on digging trees
from the ground by Pierre-Antoine
Tools:
A good spade, a handsaw (or cordless if you wish), large plastic bags (to wrap the root ball of the trees) and
string or tape (to secure tightly the plastic/root ball). A spray bottle (filled with rain water preferably) is good to have
too, to keep the root ball moist.
Containers/boxes:
To maximize the chances of success, we should be using the smallest
possible container to fit our tree’s root ball (with a couple of inches of aggregate
around it). Because the collected tree will have a reduced amount of roots, the box
has to be extremely well draining. Some use custom-built wooden boxes, others
crates or large orchid pots (depending on size of tree and root ball).

From the Bonsai Society of
Portland website

Soil:

Pumice structure close-up

To allow new roots to grow, we need to allow for as much oxygen as
possible, while at the same time allowing enough moisture retention so as not to
desiccate the roots to death. Most hobbyists and professionals use pure pumice
(3-6mm) as their aggregate of choice. It allows for a lot of oxygen to be present
while holding water thanks to its porous structure. It is light too, which is of some
importance for our back…!

Before the digging day:
It is important to have all equipment, soil and containers ready before hand. The sooner the trees are
potted, the better. Also, consider the space/location where you will have the trees recover. You may also have to
consider preparing the tree ahead of time (pruning to desired and manageable size, do some root work, etc...).
Lastly, but not the least, choosing the right time of the year for the type of tree you will be collecting (deciduous,
conifer, evergreen, tropical, etc…).
The digging:
Our priority #1 during the digging process is to keep the root ball close to the trunk intact. Dig around the
dripline is usually a good starting point, as it is easier to reduce the size of the root ball if we can. We then dig
underneath the trunk to severe the taproot, as short as possible. We then need to secure that root ball to the tree
itself (mist with spray bottle if the soil is dry). Wrap carefully but tightly with your plastic bag, and then tie with tape
or strings.
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If the tree has no fine roots close to the surface, it is better to leave it alone. As we plan to put this tree one
day in a bonsai pot, we need to have a shallow root mass to start with.
Potting:
As mentioned above, try and pot as soon as possible, do not leave the collected tree in the garage for a week
before getting to it! Ideally, aim for a container that allow for 2-3 inches of pumice around the root ball. You want to
pot as low as possible in the container. A very important detail, you need to tie down the tree in it, preferably by the
trunk. Water thoroughly after.
Aftercare:
Place the collected tree on the ground preferably, protected from the wind especially. The location depends
on a lot of variables: species, season, size of the root ball,…It is nonetheless better to place the tree in partial shade
to start with. Morning sun can be ok, but under shade cloth might be needed during the hottest part of the day.
Generally, only water when the pumice looks dry on the surface, as over watering could cause root rot. Once again,
this is a generalization as some water loving trees will prefer much more water (like Melaleucas). Once the tree
shows signs of good growth, it can be moved to a full sun location (albeit gradually, species specific again)
In conclusion
Unless permission is given by the landowner, collecting trees is illegal. Our urban environment provides us
with many fantastic opportunities, but please don’t dig my neighbour’s beautiful Claret Top at 2 in the morning…!
It is hard to predict how the tree will respond to the collection process, collect only what looks viable, and
only what you have time and space for.
Patience is usually required to allow trees to recover well enough to start the design process or the
repotting.
***

Robyn’s Presentation on Rock Building

(notes by Albert G)



For the rock form, you can use chicken wire or polystyrene pieces. The presentation used the wire option.



When building the frame, it is better to start with a bigger wire piece, which can then be cut back in places if
required to be smaller.



The chicken wire frame will need reinforcement to hold the glue weight. A metal ribbon (galvanized metal
strip with nail holes available from the hardware store) is used along the main axis of the work and is held on
with pop rivets. Heavy aluminium wire can also be used for the support.



Small rock pots won’t need this sort of support.



Use wire cutters to cut a hole in the bottom wire if making a bowl-shaped rock. Use a milk bottle lid or
similar to stick in the hole. This is removed after the glue application stage to leave a hole.



Use packing tape over the frame so the glue does not fall out the other side through the chicken wire holes.



Cut the wire frame on the edges with tin snips to make the shape more interesting.
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Uses tile adhesive glue available at hardware stores. Dunlop brand is used, but others should be sufficient.



Wear gloves when handling the glue.



Pre-mix in the desired oxide colour in the glue for the base coat. This is trial and error. About 2 tablespoons
to 2 cups of glue powder was used.



Pour the water gradually into the adhesive glue powder until a comfortable working consistency is reached.
Make a bit more than you think you need for the layer.



Perform the gluing in stages and build up the layers if necessary.



Apply the glue with your hands for a rough finish. Smooth it with a brush or sponge if desired.



Build up the layers starting from the bottom due to the glue weight. This is important for a larger rock or
pot.



Once the first layer is dry, the packing tape can be removed from the other side of the frame. Not important
to remove it all.



Do the edges of the wire at a later stage. Do both sides of the wire frame first.



You can throw sand on the wet surface to add more texture



Takes about ½ - 1 day to dry.



As it is drying, use a cloth or sponge to take off the sharp bits or peaks that would normally chip off.



Use acrylic paint mixed with water to give it a paint wash to start the rock colouring. Use a brush to get it
into the cracks.



If the colour mixture is too bright, you can add some black to tone it down.



When the paint is half dry, you can use a cloth or sponge and wipe the surface to get the colour more in the
deeper parts of the rock. This helps provide variation in colour.



Can use liquid nails to secure the tie wires on the rock at the end.
***
NEW MEMBERS

Bimer Bonsai Club would like to welcome the following new members:





Susanne & Liam A: From the Beginners Course at the April meeting.
Dong P: He has a business called "Dong Pham Bonsai". He had some stock in the trade area at the show.
Pamela M
Shirley W

We look forward to sharing our bonsai passion.
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FROM THE TRADE TABLE
A huge thankyou to all of our members who brought green-stock, pots etc, to sell at the Show week-end. Your
efforts really help to set our Club up financially going into the new year. A big thankyou to those members who also
transported much of the Club’s trade stock up to the Show – a great effort and it was much appreciated. It was
interesting to note that this year we had five potters selling each of their very distinctive pots at the Show, including
Mr and Mrs Tranter from “Samarkand Pottery”. They also donated one of their lovely pots to our Club which will no
doubt prove to be a very popular raffle prize. Many thanks to the Tranters for this very generous donation.
David C
FROM THE LIBRARY

Just a reminder to members to return Library books that they may have borrowed and not returned for some
months. Other members may be wanting to borrow out the same books so your cooperation would be much
appreciated.
Jayne C
CLUB CALENDARS
Don’t forget to grab a calendar if you haven’t already. There are some wonderful trees showcased and all entries to
our show are eligible to be chosen for the calendar. A special thanks to Belinda for her hard work compiling the
calendar again this year.
NAME BADGES
With so many new members, it can be hard to remember everyone’s name. If you have a name badge, please wear it
to the meetings. If you don’t have a name badge, please see Jim.

NOTICE BOARD

4th June
Fri 1st to Sun 3rd July
6th August

19-20 March
16-17 April

Bimer Bonsai Club Activities
Junepers – Extreme Bending
Bonsai Intensive
Marie Hewartson – Pot-making
Other Bonsai Related Activities
Horizons BSQ
Wondai Garden Expo
Local Bonsai Shows

27 March
18 September
17th & 18th September
8th – 16th October
29th & 30th October

Redlands
BSQ
Toowoomba
9th World Bonsai Convention
Sunshine Coast
Gold Coast Tweed Show
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